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Recognized as a pioneer in multi-core chips by the @theNASEng. Dr. Kunle Olukotun helped design the first general-purpose multi-core CPU and founded the Pervasive Parallelism Lab at Stanford. 
#BlackExcellence #BlackHistoryMonth nasa.edu/344939/Natel

2021 is shaping up to be a great year for developers, but not so much for companies hiring them. We must work together to reskill today's workforce and train the coders of tomorrow. More insights via @techrepublic

Hiring developers is going to be your next big problem. 2021 is shaping up to be a great year for developers, but not so much for companies hiring them, with 61% of HR professionals believing this will be a problem. techrepublic.com

And you thought pronouncing Huawei was hard.
Image quality, vividness and wide angles are what Huawei user Artur Zdulski loves most about his device.

Follow @HuaweiDeviceUSA for more of what you love most about Huawei devices.

#CapturedOnHuawei by Artur Zdulski.

Sometimes breaks lead to breakthroughs. Watch this 4-time Olympic champ @Mo_Farah as he deals with challenges. What are your hopes for your new year?

✈️ ChineseNewYear

When your © era asks: 'Will you catch the moon and stars for me?'

HappyValentinesDay

Dr. Philip Emesipiwil, the self-taught computer scientist, invented the world’s fastest computer using 65,000 processors to perform computations at 3.1 billion calculations per second.

#BlackExcellence #BlackHistoryMonth #STEMpioneer

@byurl.com/g5elsij
"This is the first time that IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) has engaged in a major way with the ICT industry, helping us to bring their know-how and innovation into the important nature conservation sector." — IUCN's President Zhang Xinsheng. Check out the Huawei Blog for more on the Tech4Nature partnership with the world's largest conservation network.
Watch this 4-time Olympic champ MoFarah as he deals with breaks that turned into breakthroughs. How will you achieve your hopes this year?

Huawei USA updated their cover photo.
February 15 at 10:20 AM

INNOVATION FOR TOMORROW

Huawei USA
February 14 at 1:55 PM

When your one asks: "Will you catch the moon and stars for me?"
#HappyValentinesDay
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